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Abstract. Arbitrary tables presented in spreadsheets can be an important data source in business intelligence. However, many of them have
complex layouts that hinder the process of extracting, transforming, and
loading their data in a database. The paper is devoted to the issues of
rule-based data transformation from arbitrary tables presented in spreadsheets to a structured canonical form that can be loaded into a database
by regular ETL-tools. We propose a system for canonicalization of arbitrary tables presented in spreadsheets as an implementation of our
methodology for rule-based table analysis and interpretation. It enables
the execution of rules expressed in our specialized rule language called
CRL to recover implicit relationships in a table. Our experimental results
show that particular CRL-programs can be developed for diﬀerent sets
of tables with similar features to automate table canonicalization with
high accuracy.
Keywords: unstructured data integration, table understanding, table
analysis and interpretation, spreadsheet data transformation
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Introduction

A large number of data is presented as arbitrary tables in spreadsheets. Many
of them are unstructured data [1]. They lack explicit semantics required to be
interpreted by computer programs. At the same time, arbitrary tables can be a
valuable data source for business intelligence. To be accessible for data analysis
and visualization their data need to be extracted, transformed, and loaded into
databases. However, if they have complex layouts of cells then the use of familiar
ETL-tools is often not enough to automatically populate a database with their
data.
The paper presents the rule-based data transformation from arbitrary tables
presented in spreadsheets (Fig. 1) to the canonical form (Fig. 2) that can be
loaded into a database by standard ETL-tools (Fig. 3). It consists in table analysis and interpretation for recovering cell-role pairs where a role is deﬁned as an
entry, label, or category, as well as entry-label, label-label, and label-category
pairs.
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Fig. 1. An arbitrary table and its relationships

Many methods for table analysis and interpretation were suggested in recent
years. Some of them use extraction ontologies [11] or data frames [26] to bind
natural language content of a table with their concepts. In a like manner Wang
et al. [27] consider table understanding as associating a table with concepts in
the general purpose knowledge taxonomy. Govindaraju et al. [14] combine table
understanding and NLP techniques to extract relations from both text and tables. Astrakhantsev et al. [3] propose a method for data extraction from tables
based on modeling user behavior. There are several methods [4, 12] dealing with
web-tables that ﬁt in well with the relational form. The domain-independent
methods [6, 7, 10, 13, 17–22] are based on the analysis and interpretation of spatial, style and textual information from tables instead of using external knowledge. These methods are generally designed for a few of widespread types of
arbitrary tables.
The existing methods mostly deal with web-tables presented in HTML format. There are a few papers that are centered on tables presented in spreadsheets [2, 5–8, 10, 16, 19]. Erwig et al. [2, 5] consider the issues of detecting errors
in spreadsheets. Cunha et al. [8] focus on data normalization in spreadsheets.
Hung et al. [15, 16] propose the rule-based transformation of spreadsheet data
into structured form using their original spreadsheet-like formula language called
TranSheet. Chen and Cafarella [6, 7] present a domain-independent method for
extracting relational data from spreadsheets. Their method is designed for a
widespread type of tables with a region of numeric values and two accompanied
hierarchical regions of headings on the top and the left. The recent papers of
Nagy, Embley, Seth and Krishnamoorthy [9, 10, 19, 23] are devoted to the data
transformation from web-tables converted into CSV ﬁles to a relational database.
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Fig. 2. A fragment of the table in the canonical form

We propose a system for canonicalization of arbitrary tables presented in
spreadsheets as an implementation of our methodology for rule-based table analysis and interpretation [25]. It enables the execution of rules expressed in our
specialized rule language called CRL [24] to recover missing relationships describing table semantics. CRL-rules map explicit features (layout, style, and text of
cells) of an arbitrary table to its implicit semantic relationships. In contrast with
the existing methods, our system is a tool for unstructured data integration. Instead of ﬁxing one or more types of tables with typical structures, we propose
to develop diﬀerent declarative CRL-programs for particular sets of tables with
similar features that can be both typical and speciﬁc. Our system supports relative cell addressing compared to the TranSheet [15, 16]. In addition, we use the
ﬁxed canonical form instead of specifying a target schema.

2

Recovering Relationships in a Table

We use the terminology of the Wang’s table model [28]: entries (data values),
labels (headers), and categories (domains), Fig. 1. Our table model supports the
following basic principles: (1) each cell can contain one or more entry, label and
category values simultaneously, (2) an entry can be associated with only one
label in each category, (3) each label must be associated with only one category,
and (4) a category can be hierarchical. It is discussed more detail in [24, 25].
Cells, entries, labels, and categories of a table are facts in the rule matching
process. CRL-rules map explicit features of a table to its implicit relationships.
The left hand side of a rule deﬁnes conditions using to query facts inserted into
the working memory of a rule engine. Its right hand side contains actions that
typically serve to generate new facts or to modify the existing facts.
Input facts are formed from Excel cells of an arbitrary table. Each cell fact
corresponds to an Excel cell of a table with slight modiﬁcations. It speciﬁes
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Fig. 3. Unstructured ETL for arbitrary tables in spreadsheets using CRL-rules

four positions (cl — left column, rt — top row, cr — right column, and
rb — bottom row), style characteristics (style), including a font (style.font),
horizontal (style.horzAlignment) and vertical (style.vertAlignment) alignment, text rotation (style.rotation), background (style.bgColor) and foreground (style.fgColor) colors, border types and colors (style.leftBorder,
style.topBorder, style.rightBorder, and style.bottomBorder), a primitive
data type (type), an indent (indent), and its textual content (text).
For example, the table shown in Fig 1 consists of 54 cells. Thus, the 54 cell
facts <cells>={c1,c2,...,c54} are inserted into the working memory of a rule
engine, including:
c1=(cl=1,rt=1,cr=1,rb=2,text=null)
c2=(cl=2,rt=1,cr=4,rb=1,text="Sent")
c5=(cl=3,rt=2,cr=3,rb=2,text="FY2010")
c8=(cl=1,rt=3,cr=5,rb=3,style.font.bold=true, text="Letters")
c9=(cl=1,rt=4,cr=1,rb=4,text="EU")
c24=(cl=1,rt=7,cl=1,rb=7,indent=4,text="Belgium")
c26=(cl=3,rt=7,cl=3,rb=7,type=Type.NUMERIC,text="341.1")
Moreover, an input can include category facts. A category can be speciﬁed
as a set of its labels and constraints (regular expressions deﬁning ranges of
permissible labels) in YAML 1 format. Our YAML schema deﬁnes the following
ﬁelds: a category name, list of label values, and list of constraints. Note that the
current version of our system supports specifying only plain categories. In the
example below, we specify the category YEAR with two labels 2010 and 2011 and
two constraints on admissible label values FY2000,...,FY2016:
# category YEAR
1

http://yaml.org

name: Year
labels:
- 2010
- 2011
constraints:
- "FY200[0-9]"
- "FY201[0-6]"
For the table shown in Fig. 1 we can deﬁne and insert into the working memory
four category facts:
d1=(name="OPERATION", labels={"Sent","Received"})
d2=(name="YEAR", constraints={"FY200[0-9]", "FY201[0-6]"})
d3=(name="MAIL_TYPE", labels={"Letters","Parcels"})
d4=(name="COUNTRY", labels={"Afghanistan",...,"Zimbabwe"})
All inserted facts are accessible through condition elements of a rule. A condition element enables to query facts of one of four types (cell, entry, label, or
category) that satisfy constraints represented as Java-expressions. For example,
the condition element <cell $c : cl == 1> queries all cells located in the leftmost column (e.g. c1, c8, c9, c24), the other <cell $c : type==Type.NUMERIC>
returns all cells with the NUMERIC type (e.g. c26).
Typically, CRL-rules can be separated into two groups designed for two functionally diﬀerent stages: the ﬁrst for recovering cell-role pairs where a role is
deﬁned as an entry, label, or category, and second for recovering entry-label,
label-label, and label-category pairs.
The ﬁrst group includes actions for generating entry and label facts from cell
facts. Usually, a value of a created fact is a text of a cell, but it can also be a part
or modiﬁcation of the text. The cell becomes the provenance for the generated
entry or label. For example, we can create the following label facts from the cells
c2, c5, c8, c9, and c24 of the table shown in Fig. 1 respectively:
l1=(value="Sent", cell=c2), l2=(value="2011", cell=c5)
l3=(value="Letters", cell=c8), l4=(value="EU", cell=c9)
l5=(value="Belgium", cell=c24)
as well as the entry fact e1=(value="341.1", cell=c26) from the cell c26.
Moreover, to simplify and generalize recovering relationships, rules of this stage
often contain actions for splitting or merging cells, removing rows and columns,
and modifying style and text content of cells.
The second group uses actions for associating entries, labels, and categories.
A label can be associated with a category using either the corresponding category
fact or speciﬁed name of the category. In the latter case, we look for the category
by its name. If it exists, then the label is associated with it. Otherwise, we try
to create it before categorizing. In our example (Fig. 1) we need to associate the
labels with the categories as follows:
l1=(value="Sent", cell=c2, category=d1)

l2=(value="2011", cell=c5, category=d2)
l3=(value="Letters", cell=c8, category=d3)
l4=(value="EU", cell=c9, category=d4)
l5=(value="Belgium", cell=c24, category=d4)
Furthermore, two labels can be associated as parent and child. As the result,
labels form trees to support hierarchical categories and compound values. All
labels connected in a tree must be associated with the same category. In the
case (Fig. 1) we relate the labels l4 and l5 as parent-child:
l4=(value="EU", cell=c9, category=d4, children={l5,...})
l5=(value="Belgium", cell=c24, category=d4, parent=l4)
It means that the compound value of the label l5 is "EU|Belgium".
In some cases, we can deﬁne that several labels relate to the same category,
without knowing what the category is. For example, we may know that labels,
which are located in the same row, relate to the same category. Instead of categorizing labels can be grouped in pairs. Each group of labels can be considered
as an anonymous category. If one or more labels of a group are associated with a
category then the remaining labels from the group also must be associated with
the category. If no labels in a group are categorized then we create a category
with the automatically generated name and associate all labels of this group
with it.
An entry can be associated with a label using either the corresponding label
fact or a speciﬁed value of the label from a designated category. In the latter case,
we try to ﬁnd this category among all accessible categories. If this category does
not exist then we create it. After that, we look for the label with the speciﬁed
value in the founded or created category. When there is no label, we create it,
using this value. At last, the entry is associated with the founded or created
label. Note that, this allows to generate labels independently of cells. In the
example (Fig. 1) the entry e1 is associated with the labels l1, l2, l3, l4, and
l5 i. e.
e1=(value="341.1", cell=c26, labels={l1,l2,l3,l4,l5})
As is mentioned above, any entry can be associated with only one label from
each category. Moreover, this means that the label must belong to a category. If
the added label is uncategorized then it is not associated with the entry at that
moment. At ﬁrst, it becomes a candidate that may be associated automatically
with the entry only after it is categorized. Finally, all labels, which are not
categorized or grouped in rule ﬁring, are associated with a default category after
that.
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Generating a Canonical Table

Recovered relationships of a table enable generating its canonical form. We can
consider the canonical form as a relational table. Its topmost row contains ﬁeld
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Fig. 4. Two arbitrary tables (a, c) and their canonical forms (b, d )

(attribute) names. Each of the remaining rows is a record (tuple). It obligatorily
includes the ﬁeld named DATA that contains entries. Each recovered category
becomes a separate ﬁeld that contains its labels. Any record presents recovered
relationships between an entry and one label in each category. Usually each
record is unique within a canonical table.
For example, as a result of analysis and interpretation of the table shown in
Fig. 4, a the following relationships can be recovered:
<entries>={1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8}
<labels>={a,b,c,d,e,f}
<groups>={{a,b},{c,d},{e,f}}
<entry_label_pairs>={(1,a),(1,c),(1,e),(2,a),(2,d),(2,e),(3,b),
(3,c),(3,e),(4,b),(4,d),(4,e),(5,a),(5,c),(5,f),(6,a),(6,d),(6,f),
(7,b),(7,c),(7,f),(8,b),(8,d),(8,f)}
This example supposes that each group is an anonymous category. Thus, we
generate three categories and associate them with the grouped labels as follows:
<categories>={C1,C2,C3}
<label_category_pairs>={(a,C1),(b,C1),(c,C2),(d,C2),(e,C3),(f,C3)}
Another example is the source table demonstrated in Fig. 4, c where we assume
that ‘A’ and ‘B’ are category names, and the boxhead headings constitute hierarchy.
<entries>={1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8}
<labels>={a1,a11,a12,a2,a21,a22,b1,b2}
<categories>={A,B}
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Fig. 5. Architecture of the system for rule-based canonicalization of arbitrary tables
in spreadsheets

<entry_label_pairs>={(1,a11),(1,b1),(2,a12),(2,b1),(3,a21),
(3,b1),(4,a22),(4,b1),(5,a11),(5,b2),(6,a12),(6,b2),(7,a21),
(7,b2),(8,a22),(8,b2)}
<label_label_pairs>={(a11,a1),(a12,a1),(a21,a2),(a22,a2)}
<label_category_pairs>={(a1,A),(a11,A),(a12,A),(a2,A),(a21,A),
(a22,A),(b1,B),(b2,B)}
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Implementation

We implement the proposed system for table canonicalization as shown in Fig. 5.
First, we parse tabular data of a source spreadsheet in Excel format via “Apache
POI” 2 library and generate cell facts from them. Optionally, categories speciﬁed
in YAML format can also be loaded and presented as facts, using SnakeYAML 3
library for parsing YAML.
Our data structures for presenting table facts (cells, entries, labels, and categories) are Java classes developed in accordance with the naming conventions
of JavaBeans 4 speciﬁcation. This allows to use any rule engine implemented
2
3
4

http://poi.apache.org
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“JSR 94: Java Rule Engine API” 5 speciﬁcation. Generated facts are instances
of these classes. They are asserted in the working memory of the rule engine.
In the prototype we use Drools 6 rule engine. Rules for table analysis and
interpretation can be expressed in either the Drools’ native general-purpose DRL
format or our domain-speciﬁc language, CRL. In case when loaded rules are
presented in CRL they are translated to DRL format via Drools, using the DSL
speciﬁcation deﬁning transformations from CRL to DRL constructs. Note that
rules can use imported Java programs for text processing, data cleansing, or
mathematical computations.
New facts (entries, labels, categories, and their relationships) are recovered in
matching available facts against DRL-rules. Recovered facts provide generating
canonical tables. The process ends with each canonical table being exported into
Excel spreadsheet format, using “Apache POI” library.
The prototype of our system has been implemented as a command-line application7 and web-service8 . We have also developed a web-client for our webservice. It serves to transfer arbitrary tables in spreadsheets, rule sets, and category speciﬁcations to the web-service that returns corresponding canonical tables
and their data provenance as a response. The client shows the canonical tables
and links them with their original arbitrary forms via interactively highlighting
connected source and target cells.
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Experimental evaluation

For experimental evaluation we use the existing dataset collected within TANGO 9
project [26]. The dataset intends to test table interpretation methods. It contains
200 arbitrary tables in Excel format imported from 10 websites with statistical
data.
In the experiment, we evaluate table canonicalization where our purpose is to
recover entries, labels, and entry-label, label-label relationships. Note that some
cells of TANGO tables can be considered as multi-labeled, i. e. a cell includes
more than one label. However, to simplify the evaluation process we admit that a
cell can contain only one label. In our interpretation, we also recover hierarchical
label-label relationships instead of dividing labels into groups and categorizing
them. We do not process footnotes as part of a table, but a footnote reference
remains a part of a recovered entry or label.
The most of TANGO tables satisfy the assumptions listed below:
– A table consists of four cell regions having diﬀerent functions and separated
by two invisible perpendicular lines as shown in Fig. 6, a: (1) each non-empty
cell of the top-left region contains a category name; (2) each non-empty cell
5
6
7
8
9

http://jcp.org/en/jsr/detail?id=94
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http://tango.byu.edu/data
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of the top-right region contains a column label; (3) each non-empty cell of
the bottom-left region contains a row label; (4) each non-empty cell of the
bottom-right region contains an entry.
Each cell region has one of the appropriate layouts as shown in Fig. 6 and
enumerated in Table 1.
If a cell located in a column contains a category name then all row labels
produced from the rest of cells in this column belong to this category.
Column labels can form a hierarchy (Fig. 6, e and f ). If in the top-right
region a not empty cell c located on i-row spans several columns and not
empty cells c1 ,. . . ,cn are located in these columns on i + 1-row, then the cell
c contains a parent label for labels produced from the cells c1 ,. . . ,cn .
Row labels located in the leftmost column can form a hierarchy (Fig. 6, g).
Three typographical ways can denote the presence of a label hierarchy: 1)
each level of label nesting appends one additional indent equaled two spaces;
2) hyphen char (‘-’) at the beginning of a label indicates that the label is
nested; 3) text highlighted by the bold font can signalize spanning label.
An entry is either a number or special word (e.g. ‘#’, ‘F’, ‘...’, ‘x’, ‘NA’).

These assumptions are formally presented as a set of 16 CRL-rules combined
into the CRL-program called TANGO-200.
To evaluate table canonicalization we use the following measures:
number of completely recovered tables
number of all tables
where a table is completely recovered, when all entries, labels, entry-label pairs,
and label-label pairs which are contained in its source form are included in its
canonical form.
number of precisely recovered tables
P reciseness =
number of all tables
Completeness =

Table 1. Using cell region layouts in TANGO tables
Region
Layout
(1) Category name cells One-column one-row
Multi-column one-row
(2) Column label cells One-row plain
Multi-row plain
Multi-row hierarchical
(3) Row label cells
One-column hierarchical
One-column plain
Multi-column plain
(4) Entry cells
Multi-column multi-row

Fig. 6 Cases
b
94.5%
c
5.5%
d
65.5%
e
26%
f
8.5%
g
47.5%
h
47%
i
5.5%
j
100%

where a table is precisely recovered, when all entries, labels, entry-label pairs,
and label-label pairs which are included in its canonical form are contained in
its source form.
The evaluation is carried out as follows. Two experts independently compare
the source arbitrary tables with their canonical forms generated automatically.
They referee that each table is processed successfully or not in terms of the
completeness and preciseness. In case when two experts make opposite decisions
on a table then the third expert makes a ﬁnal decision. The experimental results
are presented in Table 2.
The completeness is 87% and preciseness is 88.5% for TANGO-200 program.
Among 200 tables of the dataset, total 33 are processed with errors, which reduce the completeness and preciseness. There are various causes of these errors,
including the following: 1) ambiguity of text highlighting, e.g. the use of the bold
font to emphasize a hierarchy of row labels or data aggregation, 2) absence of
spatial or style features, when relationships are expressed by natural language
only, and 3) messy layout and data of cells, e.g. two parts of a label can improperly be placed in two diﬀerent cells. For the most part, errors appear in
recovering label-label relationships between row labels located in the leftmost
column with one-column hierarchical layout (Fig. 6, g), 28 of 33 cases, 85%.
Additionally, we evaluate our system for a subset of the dataset where we
exclude all tables having one-column hierarchical layout of the bottom-left region
(Fig. 6, g). Only 105 tables of the dataset belong to the subset. To process them,
we use a subset of TANGO-200 rules where we remove 3 rules intended for
recovering label-label relationships between row labels located in the leftmost
column. The subset of 13 CRL-rules is combined into TANGO-SUB program.
The experimental results for this case is also presented in Table 2.
The evaluation shows that particular CRL-programs can be developed for
diﬀerent sets of tables with similar features to automate table canonicalization
with high accuracy. One set of rules can be suitable for processing a wide range
of arbitrary tables. Furthermore, our experiment demonstrates that narrowing a
table type, like from TANGO-200 to TANGO-SUB, can cause simplifying rules
and increasing the completeness and preciseness in table canonicalization. The

Table 2. Experimental results
CRL-program
TANGO-200 TANGO-SUB
Total tables
200
105
Completely recovered tables
174
100
Precisely recovered tables
177
100
Completeness
87%
95.2%
Preciseness
88.5%
95.2%

experimental results, including the generated canonical forms and the rule sets,
are presented in more detail at address http://cells.icc.ru/pub/crl.
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Conclusions and Further Work

The presented tools, system and rule language, are mainly designed for data
integration. They can be applied to develop specialized ETL software where
tagged arbitrary tables in spreadsheets, word documents, or web pages can be
used as data sources. We expect that they are useful in business intelligence
applications when data from a large number of arbitrary tables with similar
features of their layout, style and text are required for populating a database.
We observe that arbitrary tables presented in spreadsheets can contain messy
(not standardized) data. It seems to be interesting for the further work to integrate our tools with data cleansing techniques. The use of domain ontologies
and global taxonomies (e.g. FreeBase, DBpedia, YAGO) is of special interest for
recovering categories. In addition, the further work can be focused on developing
table analysis and interpretation methods for widely used features, e.g. for automatically recovering a row label hierarchy in the leftmost column. We believe
this can improve expressiveness and usefulness of our tools.
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